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Introduction
We are proud to be introducing the Jog Spa™ into the US market. 
The Jog Spa™ is the peak of evolution in the Spa industry. A Spa 
that is large enough to move around providing relaxation hydro 
therapy and exercise.

Imagine the difference the Jog Spa™ will make in your life.
A refuge from the pressure of work, a rejuvenating break from 
the constant challenges of modern life and a revitalising area for 
enjoying the company of friends and family. Jog Spa™ provides 
a place for a calm and relaxing break in your life, and it blends 
beautifully into your environment.

Wellness surpasses all boundaries with Jog Spa™ with a unique 
collection of experiences, to be enjoyed in any place and in any 
season. Indoors or outdoors, the Jog Spa™ world achieves new 
boundaries of wellness: memorable moments to be shared with 
loved ones to transform spaces, places, moments and gestures 
into new ways and styles of life.



Jog Spa Features

The amazing all new Jog Spa combines all the benefits of Areobic Exercise, 
Running, Jogging, Walking, Rowing as well as Relaxing with the Family in this 
1 to 5 person Spa! The Patended Design of the interior of the Spa allows for 
Jogging area as well as the benefits of Hydrotherapy that a traditional Hot 
Tob offers.

With Traditional Spas keeping you confined to the center, you’re not able 
to move around and really stretch your legs or engage in any water aerobic 
activity.
The Jog Spa allows for you to have conversational socializing while leaning 
against the wall. The Jog Spa which has been 38+ years in the making, is a 
virtual first in the Hot Tub industry. Our Patented Horse Shoe Shape design 
offers you the power of 750 Gallons Per Minute of water direct from 2 River 
Jets to Jog or Walk or Run in place while holding the grab bar and the comfort 
of sliding side to side without bumping into molded seating! The depth of the 
Spa is 46Inches, putting the Water level at your chest not your waist. Exercis-
ing/jogging/stretching/mobility all in One Jog Spa !!!! The Jog Spa is built for 
therapeutic value.

8.4ft Jog Spa
Spa Dimensions

8.4ft X 7.4ft X 46” inches

Interior Spa Color Siding/Cover Color Options
Grey Brown BlackSterling Silver



Technically Superior
Frame – the frame of the Jogspa is built to stand the test of time. Fabricated from 
industrial grade galvanized steel, the finished frame is then dip-coated and painted to 
withstand the harshest environments. Unique to Jogspa, the top rail of the frame is lami-
nated into the shell structure to form a direct connection to the vessel.

This provides the structural strength to engineer the depth of the Jogspa. Another 
exclusive feature to Jogspa is the vessel rib system. All Jogspa vessels are equipped with 
galvanized steel ribs. During the reinforcing process these ribs form a continuous loop 
around the vessel. Once welded to the top rail of the frame and laminated with compos-
ite fiberglass, the frame and vessel combine to make it the strongest design.

Steel Frame Construction

Clean Water

M7 TECHNOLOGY

Power & Equipment

Jogspa utilize industrial duty dual speed 56 frame pumps in all of 
their 240 volt models. The 56 frame motor is larger, more powerful 
and delivers higher water flow for better jet performance than the 48 
frame motors found in most applications. 

They also run cooler for longer life and have lower amp draw for 
lower operating costs.

The Jogspa M7 technology is a revolutionary new hardware/ software 
platform that completely eliminates mechanical sensor switches and 
remote through-wall temperature sensors. The M7 platform features 
two identical solid state sensors that mount inside the heater man-
ifold. These “Smart Sensors” accurately and reliably measure water 
temperature while monitoring critical water conditions without the 
possibility of failure due to mechanical switch malfunction.
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The Clean Jogspa system combines the power 
of UVC light and Ozone, the same technology 
utilized in many communities around the world 
to purify drinking water. Clean Jogspa kills 
99%* of micro-organisms, bacteria, viruses and 
parasites while oxidizing debris left behind. 
This system is an integral part of every Jogspa.
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Jog Spa Specifications
Feature Comparison

A Swim Spa In A Jog SpaShell:

Massage Jets: 

Fountains:

Grab Bar:

Ozonator: 

Exterior Siding:

Circulating Pump:

Frame:

Jogging Jets:

Pillows: 

Filter:

Air Regulators: 

Cover:

Exterior Skirting: 

Heating System: 

Jet Pumps: 3HP pump for River Jets

ACC Controls with 8Kw Heater

Synthetic

Nordic Cover with safety lock

Water Diverters\ Air Regulator

Built-in Filter

3 - Headrest pillows

2 - Chrome River jets

SAE 304 Stainless Steel Frame

.53HP DXD Circulation Pump

PVC siding

200mg/h ozonate generator

Chrome Grab bar

6 - Chrome fountain jets with LED lights

52 - Chrome Stainless steel jets

Aristech Acrylic Shell (Lucite sterling)

Insulation: Insulation for Shell

Swim Pumps: 2 - 3HP DXD Pumps

Rowing: Rowing System for Adults & Children

Bottom: FRP Bottom Tray


